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1.0 SCOPE
This data sheet recommends preventive measures that can be taken to avoid weather-related freezing of
equipment and property.
This data sheet applies to locations where the lowest one-day mean temperature is 20°F (-7°C) or colder.
Where the lowest one-day mean temperature is not available, use a record low temperature of 5°F (-15°C)
or colder.
Freeze-prone areas include idle facilities, locations that are susceptible to service interruption, unheated
and/or concealed spaces, and outdoor process equipment.
1.1 Changes
July 2021. Interim revision. Moved guidance on emergency response planning to Data Sheet 10-1,
Pre-Incident and Emergency Response Planning. Also made minor editorial changes.
2.0 LOSS PREVENTION RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1 Introduction
Use FM Approved equipment, materials, and services whenever they are applicable and available. For a
list of products and services that are FM Approved, see the Approval Guide, an online resource of FM
Approvals.
2.2 Construction and Location
2.2.1 When planning new buildings or outside equipment that is prone to damage from freezing liquids, ensure
the heating systems are capable of maintaining temperatures higher than 40°F (4°C). Provide adequate
heating in out-of-the-way areas susceptible to freezing, such as stairwells, above ceilings, and other
concealed spaces.
2.2.2 For wet pipe sprinkler systems with risers located on the exterior of buildings, provide an insulated
heated enclosure.
2.2.3 Maintain adequate depth of cover for underground fire service mains. See Data Sheet 3-10, Installation/
Maintenance of Private Fire Service Mains and their Appurtenances, for recommended depth of cover.
Provide heat tracing where mains are exposed to air or near embankment walls.
2.3 Protection
2.3.1 Use fixed space heaters if additional building heat is needed.
2.3.2 If the building temperature cannot be maintained at a minimum of 40°F (4°C) with fixed heating systems
and there is no other suitable alternative to portable heaters, observe the following precautions:
A. Locate the heater away from combustible materials in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
B. Locate the heater so it will not be tipped over or damaged by moving objects. Provide guard posts if
necessary.
C. Provide the heater with a tip-over sensor that shuts off the unit and prevents fuel from spilling (if
applicable).
D. Do not move or refuel the heater while it is operating or still hot.
E. Locate fire extinguishers or small hose nearby portable heaters.
F. Maintain adequate ventilation according to the manufacturer’s directions.
G. Maintain and operate the heater according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
H. Have trained staff monitor portable heaters for proper operation and fire-safe conditions.
2.3.3 If it is impractical to reliably maintain temperatures above 40°F (4°C) with permanent or temporary
heating equipment, take steps to prevent fire protection equipment from freezing. These steps could include
lowering the freezing point with non-freeze solutions or installing dry-pipe or preaction sprinkler systems.
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2.4 Equipment and Process
Obviously, outdoor equipment in freeze-prone areas is subject to freeze. Water-filled and water-cooled
equipment need to be protected from freezing temperatures. Process and instrumentation lines that run
outdoors are susceptible; freezing of such lines can lead to interruption of production. Lubricants for outdoor
equipment need to be selected for low-temperature applications.
2.4.1 Identify key process bottlenecks to production that would occur in the event of a freeze-up. This includes
equipment as well as process lines that run outdoors or through unheated/unattended buildings, service or
process-water lines, non-self-draining steam traps or liquid drains, and high pour-point fuel oil lines.
2.4.2 Use the following to prevent the freezing of susceptible process instrumentation and control lines for
key exposures identified in 2.4.1:
• FM Approved heat tracing
• Steam tracing
• Steam jacketing
• Air drying
• Non-freeze solutions
For descriptions of these items, as well as some advantages and disadvantages of various heat tracing
systems, see Appendix C.
2.5 Operation and Maintenance
2.5.1 Establish an asset integrity program in accordance with Data Sheet 9-0, Asset Integrity.
2.5.2 Maintain heating and heat tracing systems in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines.
2.5.3 Ensure the building envelope is in good condition and close unnecessary openings, especially doors
and windows.
2.5.4 Replace insulation after making repairs.
2.5.5 Train operators on standard and emergency operating procedures. See Data Sheet 10-8, Operators,
for guidance on developing operator programs.
2.6 Idle Facilities
Idle facilities and the conditions they create pose a threat of property loss. Buildings are more susceptible
to fire loss due to sprinkler systems being intentionally shut off to prevent freezing of pipes. Probability is high
that the burning building will threaten other buildings nearby, which may house functioning, profit-making
units resulting in a business interruption loss.
More often than not, an idle facility is neglected. Important services are shut off, including heat. The facility
may get a cursory security glance every few days, but isn’t being continuously monitored. This combination
of factors makes the building increasingly vulnerable to freeze.
2.6.1 Provide supervision of the property per Data Sheet 9-1, Supervision of Property.
2.6.2 Maintain a minimum of 40°F (4°C). If this is not possible or practical, convert wet-pipe fire protection
systems to dry-pipe systems.
2.6.3 Keep automatic sprinklers in operation. In freezing temperatures, take the same precautions inside
and outside the facility as are recommended for operating facilities. Continue to conduct weekly (and
weekend) inspections of protection equipment.
2.6.4 Close all fire doors, elevators, and stairwell doors.
2.6.5 If possible, shut off electrical circuits at panels or switchgear.
2.6.6 Remove combustible contents from the building. Remove and isolate ignitable liquids. Disconnect and
remove gas cylinders.
2.6.7 Maintain the outside of the facility. Repair broken windows and board up doors and other openings
that are not in use.
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2.6.8 If there are any on-site personnel, make sure they know how to implement the cold weather emergency
plan.
2.7 Human Factor
2.7.1 Establish a freeze emergency response plan in accordance with Data Sheet 10-1, Pre-Incident and
Emergency Response Planning.
3.0 SUPPORT FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 Examples of Freeze Protection for Equipment
A. Boilers:
1. Drain idle equipment completely.
2. Elevate low points or provide drain valves on condensate return lines.
3. Remove low points and dead ends, where possible.
4. Provide steam traps on piping or equip it with drain valves.
5. Install low-water fuel cutoff devices with a minimum of exposed piping.
6. Consider heat-tracing lines for piping that carries water to the water glass, low-water fuel cutoff column
and feedwater regulator.
7. Provide alarms for important piping systems.
B. Water-cooled equipment: provide adequate heat, locate in a heated enclosure, or provide the proper
antifreeze solution.
C. Control lines: provide heat tracing and insulation on water-filled instrumentation and control lines.
D. Equipment: use lubricant for low-temperature applications in equipment (e.g., pumps, blowers and
compressors), especially in outdoor or unheated indoor installations.
E. Idle air-conditioning systems: remove water from oil coolers and water jackets, and drain condensers of
chilling units.
F. Make sure fuel supplies will be adequate, particularly if supplied on an “interruptible” contract. If the back-up
fuel is oil, verify the tank is full and the delivery system to the heating unit is fully operational.
G. Check pressure-vessel vents, relief valves and safety valves to ensure moving parts are protected from
water accumulation or vapor freezing.
H. Build and install windbreaks to protect outdoor equipment, piping and instruments.
I. Check dryers on instrument air systems for proper operation.
J. Fire protection equipment:
1. Place thermometers inside buildings at strategic locations near sprinkler systems, for example - to
monitor building temperature.
2. Know the location of underground water mains. Ensure adequate depth of cover is maintained,
especially where construction, excavation or erosion has occurred.
3. For dry-pipe systems:
a. Maintain dry-pipe valve room temperature above 40°F (4°C) by insulating the enclosure and installing
a safe space heater.
b. Check piping pitch for drainage of condensate to low-point drains and install more drains, if necessary.
c. Drain low points frequently and install more drains, if necessary.
d. Make sure the system is thoroughly drained after annual trip test.
e. Take the air supply for the compressor from within the space protected by the sprinkler system; if
moisture build-up is a problem, provide an air dryer, or use compressed nitrogen.
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f. Repair air leaks in the piping system to keep the dry valve from tripping if compressor power is lost.
4. Follow FM Global’s Red Tag Permit System or equivalent as outlined in Data Sheet 1-7, Fire Protection
Impairment Management, and notify your local FM Global office if sprinklers are impaired. Drain automatic
sprinkler systems as a last resort.
5. For fire pumps:
a. Maintain pump room temperature above 40°F (4°C).
b. For diesel-engine drives, maintain a room temperature of at least 70°F (21°C).
c. If pump suction is from an open reservoir, make sure the intake and pipe are below the frost level
underground and deep enough in water to prevent ice obstructions.
3.2 Loss History
A study of FM Global losses from 2005 through 2015 revealed that clients reported over 3700 freeze-related
incidents. Incidents at non-manufacturing locations accounted for 84% of those losses by frequency and
58% by severity. Incidents at manufacturing locations accounted for 16% of freeze-related losses by frequency
and 42% by severity.
3.3 Illustrative Losses
3.3.1 Chemical Plant
A petrochemical plant consisted of two ethylene units, one polyethylene unit, and one styrene unit. Products
included ethylene, propylene, polyethylene, styrene, crude butadiene, and pyrolysis gasoline.
The cracked gas compressor (CGC) driver was a multistage, extraction-condensing steam turbine rated at
40,160 hp (30 MW). Inlet steam pressure was 1,490 psig (103 bar) at 950°F (510°C). The unit had a 600 psig
(41 bar) extraction in the fourth stage to a steam header.
The control system was through a digital governor. The unit had the following alarms and trips: high radial
vibration, rotor axial position, journal bearing RTDs, and thrust bearing RTDs. The emergency trip system
protected the turbine by closing the inlet trip throttle valve, inlet control valves, extraction control valves, and
non-return valve air closure piston. The turbine drove a four-stage compressor in three cases (stages 2 and
3 shared one case).
To cool the gas from each compressor stage, a small amount of boiler feed water was sprayed as vapor
into the hot gas at the compressor discharge. The amount of water sprayed in was temperature controlled.
After the fourth-stage compressor, the gas entered the separation process at about 500 psig (35 bar) for
product purification.
A strong cold front passed through the area at 8:00 a.m., bringing strong, northerly winds and rapidly-falling
temperatures. By 7:15 p.m., the temperature had dipped below 32°F (0°C) and remained there until the next
morning, with a low of 20°F (-7°C).
The CGC was operating normally, until 1:37 a.m. when the 600 psig (41 bar) pilot-actuated pressure relief
valve (PRV) on the charge gas compressor turbine extraction steam line lifted. This dropped steam pressure
to the 600 psig (41 bar) steam distribution system and reduced the available power to the compressor,
resulting in a production rate reduction, alarms, and operator intervention. An operator was sent to the
compressor deck to isolate the PRV that had lifted and line up a connected spare. As soon as the operator
opened the spare PRV, it lifted too. This resulted in steam system instability. The cracked gas compressor
automatically tripped off line at 2:09 a.m., due to high discharge temperature. Operators shut down the
remainder of the unit at that time.
Investigation began immediately to find out the reason for the premature actuation of the relief valve and
to reset it. Ice was found in the pilot line. This was cleared, and the valve was reset with nitrogen.
System steam pressure was provided by startup boilers. The steam turbine and cracked gas compressor
were put on “slow roll” (approximately 500 rpm) at 7:10 a.m. and, as the pressure increased, other system
relief valves opened. These also had ice in the pilot lines. Efforts were made to clear these and check other
relief valves; however, before this was complete, the steam turbine discharge temperature had increased
too much, and the unit was taken off slow roll and returned to the turning gear.
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At 10:02 a.m., the turbine and compressor were again put on a slow roll. The unit was put in startup mode
(automatic speed control to step through critical speeds) at 11:39 a.m., and at 11:41 a.m., the compressor
tripped due to high radial vibration on the fourth-stage compressor. Speed peaked at 11:43 a.m. and radial
displacement exceeded 4 mils. Coinciding with this action, the third-stage suction drum quickly filled with
liquid; however, this did not appear to be related to the initial/subsequent trips or vibration during startup.
Liquid water was found in the compressors (all stages) when opened.
The source of the liquid is unknown. The valve controlling the cooling spray into the hot discharge gas was
closed from the time of the trip at 2:09 a.m., according to valve position indicators.
The coupling between the second and third casings sheared as designed. Bearing journals suffered varying
degrees of wiping, with the worst on the fourth stage and decreasing in degree to the end of the second.
There was no apparent thrust bearing damage. Rubbing of compressor rotors and seals occurred in many
of the stages. Each one of the wheels in the second, third, and fourth stages showed rotation, which ruins the
integrity of the interference fit.
Ethylene 2 stopped production at 2:09 a.m., and resumed 19 days later. Production at Polyethylene 3 was
reduced. Ethylene was purchased from the market to fill internal requirements.
The root cause was freeze-up of the pilot control line for the 600 psig extraction steam PRV. The direct cause
was liquid impact on the compressor wheels of the fourth-stage cracked gas compressor.
Positive factors:
•
•
•
•

Radial vibration shutdown interlocks
Refurbished spare rotating elements for compressor
Fully-implemented freeze protection program
Freeze protection evaluation question in MOC procedure

Negative factors:
• Record cold temperatures for this date in area
3.3.2 Paper Mill
A full-process paper mill had two paper machines, batch digesters, recovery boiler, and lime kiln operations.
The mill on average produced 2,500 tons (2.27 kt) of paper per day, approximately 1400 tons (1.27 kt) on
paper machine 1 and 1100 tons (1 kt) on paper machine 2.
The area experienced a major drop in air temperature. On Monday the low temperature was 11°F (-12°C);
Tuesday 6°F (-14°C); and Wednesday 10°F (-12°C) with significant wind chills of well below 0°F (-18°C). This
caused multiple areas of the mill to sustain failures in instrumentation lines, which cascaded into several
separate issues and there was difficulty keeping the entire operation running effectively.
At 1:42 p.m. on Monday, a pressure sensor on the NCG line was recording errant readings due to
crystallization in the 3/8 in. (10 mm) sensing line from the low temperatures. This forced the mill to shut down
operations during repairs to prevent violating NCG permits. After about 1 hour, the mill began the process
of starting the mill back up. However, it took much longer than normal to get the evaporators on line due to
the extreme cold temperatures and other frozen water lines, sensors, and operational controls that occurred
while those lines were static.
About 10 hours later, the mill was just beginning to return to operation when the flow transmitter on the NCG
line froze, even after the pressure and flow transmitters were insulated and heat-traced after the first incident.
This shut down all mill operation progress at this point to repair the transmitter and thaw it out. This device
was further insulated and heat-traced and put back on line around 9 hours later.
During this same time frame, at 6 a.m. it was noted that low mill air pressure (less than 65 psi [4.5 bar])
was reported. The air receiver units around three compressors had condensate freeze issues. This caused
many problems with air-operated valves opening and closing slowly or not operating at all. This was
specifically determined to be the case for the dilution valve associated with the stock chest to one paper
machine. With no water entering this area, heavy stock accumulated on one side of the chest wall, and
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eventually collapsed the wall due to the imbalance. This discovery was made several days after the collapse
due to the lack of operation of the mill from all of the other issues. Once discovered, it took an extensive
amount of time to remove and clean the stock chest. The debris from the collapse contaminated pulp in the
high-density stock chest that fed both machines. This resulted in a lot of paper being produced that had spots
throughout, indicative of contaminated pulp.
Another issue appeared to be the result of lack of movement of the conveyors and chip pile. The chip pile
froze, causing large clumping of the chips and the inability of the chips to dump onto the conveyor equipment
and be transported to the top of the digesters.
Another critical piece of the overall damage was due to the static conditions of the digester and the associated
blow tank. A stock line froze and broke, resulting in heavy stock dumping onto the ground in the immediate
area. This stock covered the nearest drain line that was directed to the strong liquor holding area, and instead
found the next open drain line that sent the black liquor directly to the waste treatment pond. This overwhelmed
the system completely and in turn created long-term challenges in getting the holding pond back to peak
efficiency.
The mill had an agreement with local utilities to be cut off during peak demand periods. Due to the extreme
weather event, this was called by the local utility on both gas and electricity. However, because there was
no production of black liquor, the recovery boiler was running on oil alone and could not keep up with the steam
demand required to run the turbines.
Paper machine 1 incurred a total of 7 days of downtime or poor quality production. Paper machine 2 was
down for a total of 5 days of production or poor quality issues.
Extreme temperature drops resulted in instrumentation freezes of items that had never been reported to be
a winterization issue in the past.
Positive factors:
• An extensive winterization plan had been created and many actions were taken to protect the mill during
this type of harsh winter weather.
Negative factors:
• Continuous cold weather several days in a row did not allow the plant to recover during the day and
prepare for the following night.
3.3.3 Hospital
This loss occurred at an eight-floor, full-service hospital with a full basement that covered approximately
379,000 ft2 (35,200 m2). The affected group of buildings consisted of the main hospital, concentrated care
building (CCB) and professional building 1 (PB1). The main hospital had reinforced concrete floor and wall
construction. The CCB was a four-floor building with full basement and covered 324,000 ft2 (30,100 m2).
This was a protected steel frame structure with concrete on metal deck floors and masonry walls.
The affected areas were located against exterior walls and had mineral tile in steel frame suspended ceilings.
The areas were fully sprinklered, with piping above the ceilings. The spaces above the ceilings were not
heated.
Severe cold weather gripped the location during the days preceding the incident. This extended cold spell,
along with high winds, caused sprinkler piping in three areas of the hospital to freeze. Damaged piping was
primarily limited to 1 in. (25 mm) diameter pipe, elbows, and tees for the CCB hallway and the pharmacy
and a cross main in the same-day surgery area. These areas included:
• Same-day surgery in the central portion of the main hospital along the south side. The auditorium was
located directly below this area.
• The emergency department pharmacy in the southeast corner of the CCB. The data center was located
directly below this area.
• An entrance corridor in the northeast corner of the CCB: The central processing department (i.e.,
sterilization) was located below this area.
Damage consisted of wet-down floor tiles, carpeting, and drywall (walls and ceilings) in all three areas. A
number of servers in the data center were wet down, as well as a number of sterilized surgical instruments
in the central processing department. Drugs in the pharmacy were also wetted.
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A number of same-day surgeries were canceled. Most surgeries were delayed; however, some were lost.
Damage to the data center resulted in the need to send lab tests to off-site locations for processing.
Pharmacy retail sales were affected for a few days.
Positive factors:
• Prompt discovery and action by hospital personnel helped to mitigate exposed areas and damage.
Negative factors:
• Improper insulation on the inside surface of exterior walls allowed cold temperatures to penetrate the
building envelope.
• Improper heat in areas above the suspended ceilings allowed cold temperature to freeze sprinkler piping.
• High-value occupancies were located in basement areas.
4.0 REFERENCES
4.1 FM Global
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet

1-25, Process Tanks and Silos
1-54, Roof Loads and Drainage
2-0, Installation Guidelines for Automatic Sprinklers
2-81, Fire Safety Inspections and Sprinkler System Maintenance
3-2, Water Tanks for Fire Protection
3-10, Installation/Maintenance of Private Fire Service Mains and their Appurtenances
9-0/17-0, Asset Integrity
9-1, Supervision of Property
10-1, Pre-Incident and Emergency Response Planning
10-8, Operators
12-37, Low-water Protection

Freeze-up Checklist (P9521)
UTH: Freeze (P0148)
UTH: Idle, Vacant or Strikebound Facilities (P0274)
Protecting Your Facilities from Winter Storms (P0101)
APPENDIX A GLOSSARY OF TERMS
FM Approved: Products and services that have satisfied the criteria for Approval by FM Approvals. Refer
to the Approval Guide for a complete list of products and services that are FM Approved.
Freeze-prone area: Locations in which the lowest one-day mean temperature is 20°F (-7°C) or colder, or
locations where the record low temperature is 5°F (-15°C) or colder.
Supervision: See Data Sheet 9-1, Supervision of Property.
APPENDIX B DOCUMENT REVISION HISTORY
The purpose of this appendix is to capture the changes that were made to this document each time it was
published. Please note that section numbers refer specifically to those in the version published on the date
shown (i.e., the section numbers are not always the same from version to version).
July 2021. Interim revision. Moved guidance on emergency response planning to Data Sheet 10-1,
Pre-Incident and Emergency Response Planning. Also made minor editorial changes.
April 2016. The following major changes were made.
A. Defined where the data sheet is applicable.
B. Added maps of lowest one-day mean temperature and 5°F (-15°C) record low temperature.
C. Revised Appendix C; much of the design information for heat-tracing was deleted.
D. Added Appendix D to indicate freeze-prone areas by country.
January 2007. Corrections were made to Appendix B, Document Revision History.
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May 2003. Revised section ‘‘3.1 Loss History’’.
September 2000. This revision of the document has been reorganized to provide a consistent format.
APPENDIX C SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
C.1 Heat Tracing Systems
C.1.1 Electrical Resistance Heat Tracing Systems
An electrical heat tracing system is designed to prevent freezing in process piping and control systems. It
essentially consists of resistance type heater cables permanently fastened to the process pipe. The equipment
can maintain specific temperatures by the use of a temperature-regulating controller.
Power connection
Glass tape
(typical)

End seal
Heating
cable

Splice
(as required)

Tee
Pipe clamp

Terminal
insulation

Heating
cable loop

End seal

Fig. C.1.1. Typical heat tracing system

The design of the heat tracing should include a tracing schedule. The schedule should list all heat tracer
routing drawings. The schedule should be a plant permanent file drawing kept in reproducible form so that
it may be updated to reflect modifications made either during construction or during plant operations.
For complex systems using electrical or circulating fluid tracing, an analogous tracing schedule should be
made. For simple systems, it may be enough to show the tracing on flow or wiring diagrams or layouts.
C.1.2 Self-Regulating Electric Heating Cables
There have been significant improvements in electric heat tracing with the introduction of self-regulating
heating cables. This cable is unique, in that it features a core of conductive carbon and polymers that are
temperature sensitive. The polymers actually sense the temperature of the pipe and provide power output
inversely proportional to the pipe’s temperature. By using automated monitoring and control systems with
self-regulating electric heating cables, industries can more economically and reliably maintain process pipe
temperatures within acceptable ranges to prevent piping systems from freezing and keep process liquids
flowing.
This type of heating cable makes the operator’s job much easier. Depending upon the rate of heat loss,
self-regulating heating cables will compensate for fluctuation of heat loss without manual adjustment. The
variety of electrical heat tracing systems available has increased the number of applications, making them a
viable option for protecting pipes in many types of industry.
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2” min.
(51 mm)

Spiral like this. Allow at least 2 in. (50 mm)
between spirals. Overlap like this allowed.

Fig. C.1.2. Installation of self-regulating heating cable

C.1.3 Steam Jacketing
Steam jacketing consists of outer and inner pipes with steam circulating between them. It is one of the oldest,
and formerly the most widely used method of heating a line, particularly for high heating loads. While the
heat transfer characteristics of this system are good, installation and repair costs are extremely high. This
section of pipe (see Fig. C.1.3) is shown ready for testing of internal welds (at left); jacket-fitting pieces welded
to the jacketed pipe complete the assembly (at right).

Fig. C.1.3. Prefabricated jacketed section

Internal tracing consists of a steam tracer running through the center of the pipe. An important disadvantage
of this method is that the pipe cannot be cleaned with scrapers or rigs. Although internal tracing is less costly
than steam jacketing and has better heat-transfer characteristics than external tracing, it also presents
thepossibility for contamination.
Flow area in the process line is reduced because of the space occupied by the tracer. Flow area is further
reduced by accumulations on the relatively cooler outside wall. The result of both factors is a process line
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larger than what would be required if they were applied externally. In certain processes, the internal tracer
should be constructed of an alloy that will resist the corrosiveness of process fluids. An example of this is
caustic soda in concentration of 50% or higher.
The expansion and contraction of both the internal and the more conventional external tracers cause a
constant flexing of metal that is the source of many failures from metal fatigue. Leakage from internal tracing
can also lead to costly downtime.
A fast heating-up rate and low cost are the advantages of internal tracing. Its disadvantages are the possibility
of contamination, a reduced flow area and uneven temperature distribution.
C.1.4 Steam Tracing Systems
If passive prevention of heat is not enough, then steam tracing or heating of the piping from outside may
be necessary. Heavy-oil fuel lines, instrument-air lines, drain lines, and chemical lines are the most common
applications in various types of plants. Some typical applications of steam tracers are shown in Figures
C.1.4-1 and C.1.4-2. Steam tracing is one or more small-bore lines run close to the process or instrument
lines and may be enclosed in the insulation as a part of the piping system.

3/8 in. (10 mm) O.D.
or
1/4 in. (8 mm) I.D.
Steam in

Union
Union

Steam

To steam
trap

To steam
trap

Fig. C.1.4-1. Steam tracer on a flange, on a straight pipe and a valve

Steam in

Steam in
Union

3/8 in. (10 mm) O.D.

Union
To steam
trap

3/8 in. (10 mm) O.D.
or
1/4 in. (8 mm) I.D.

To steam
trap
Fig. C.1.4-2. Steam tracer lines around pump casing and typical instrument tracing

Single-line steam tracing consists of tubing attached parallel to the pipes. Both are insulated and covered
with a weatherproof jacket. Steam under pressure is supplied to one end of the tubing, with condensate
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removal from the other. Success depends upon careful attention to sound principles and details in design;
careful and skilled workmanship in construction; meticulous inspection and testing before the insulation is
applied; and simple conscientious maintenance.
Bundles with two, three or four 3/8-in. (10 mm) outside diameter tubes are also occasionally used for steam
supply and condensate collection lines. Bundles with two 3/8-in. (10 mm) copper tubes and one 1/2-in. (13
mm) stainless steel tube are also useful for tracing instrument impulse lines, so that the same bundle can
be used for steam tracing and condensate return.
Use of the pre-insulated bundles greatly reduces the amount of labor and inconvenience in handling loose
insulation materials, and the bundles are particularly advantageous in maintenance work, since the tracers are
almost immediately accessible.
Another method of using steam tracing, specifically for instrument freeze-up protection, is the use of steam
studs in place of one or two of the standard flange bolts and nuts. See Figure C.1.4-3. A steam stud is
essentially a hollow bolt made of corrosion-resistant, high strength material. Steam is passed through these
studs to provide the necessary heat to the instrument housing. Depending upon the ambient conditions, an
insulated box may also be required. Never, however, should more than two steam studs be used on each
instrument housing.

Location of stud

Steam stud

Fig. C.1.4-3. Steam stud arrangement

C.1.5 Insulation
Thermal insulating materials and application methods are well known in the pulp and paper and process
industries. Where atmospheric temperatures are always above the freezing point of the fluids handled,
insulation is usually applied only to conserve heat energy or to protect operating personnel against burns.
However, where ambient temperatures can drop below the freezing point of any of the fluids in the plant,
provide insulation for equipment, instruments, pipelines and instrument lines that could otherwise be
uninsulated. While sub-freezing temperatures may occur only a few nights each winter, unless the plant is
properly protected and operated, freeze-ups could cause costly shutdowns, property damage and business
interruption.
C.1.6 Advantages and Disadvantages of Various Heat Tracing Systems
Choosing the best method of heat tracing for a particular plant or a particular area within a plant requires
careful analysis of process constraints and ambient conditions as well as economics and system reliability.
The analysis should include the following considerations:
A. Steam systems can be readily adjusted to compensate for unusually cold weather by raising the
pressure. One would need a variable frequency device to do the same for electrical tracing.
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B. Electrical heating systems are less expensive to install, but steam heat is less expensive to operate
if there is steam already used in the process which can be used also for tracing.
C. When both systems receive the same level of economical maintenance, the steam system may be
about as reliable as the electrical.
D. While we face exposures from contamination by using steam, we also face exposures from fire due
to poorly installed electrical tracing.
APPENDIX D COUNTRY INFORMATION
Maps are provided where only a portion of the country is freeze-prone. Table D-1 lists all countries and
indicates whether the country is partially freeze-prone, entirely freeze-prone, or not subject to freeze.
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Table D-1. Freeze Status By Country
Country
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Brunei
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoros
Congo, Republic of the
Congo, Democratic Republic of the
Costa Rica
Cote d’Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea

Freeze Status
Partially
Partially
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Partially
Entirely
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Partially
Not subject
Not subject
Partially
Partially
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Partially
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Partially
Partially
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Partially
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
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Table D-1. Freeze Status By Country (continued)
Country
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Kosovo
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Laos
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands
Mauritania
Mauritius

Freeze Status
Entirely
Partially
Not subject
Entirely
Partially
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Not subject
Partially
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Partially
Not subject
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Not subject
Partially
Entirely
Entirely
Partially
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Entirely
Partially
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Entirely
Partially
Partially
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
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Table D-1. Freeze Status By Country (continued)
Country
Mexico
Micronesia
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar (Burma)
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
North Korea
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau
Palestine
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Rwanda
St. Kitts and Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent and The Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Korea
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka

Freeze Status
Partially
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Entirely
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Partially
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Not subject
Partially
Not subject
Partially
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Partially
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Partially
Partially
Not subject
Partially
Not subject
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Table D-1. Freeze Status By Country (continued)
Country
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States of America
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Vatican City (Holy See)
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Freeze Status
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Entirely
Partially
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Partially
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Partially
Partially
Not subject
Entirely
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
Not subject
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Fig. D-1. Lowest one-day mean temperature for the United States and Canada
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Fig. D-2. Record low temperature for Europe, 5°F (-15°C)
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Fig. D-3. Record low temperature for Bolivia, 5°F (-15°C)
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Fig. D-4. Record low temperature for Chile and Argentina, 5°F (-15°C)
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Fig. D-5. Record low temperature for eastern China, 5°F (-15°C)

Fig. D-6. Record low temperature for western China, Nepal, and India, 5°F (-15°C)
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Fig. D-7. Record low temperature for Ecuador, 5°F (-15°C)

Fig. D-8. Record low temperature for Ethiopia, 5°F (-15°C)
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Fig. D-9. Record low temperature for Japan, 5°F (-15°C)
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Fig. D-10. Record low temperature for Kenya, 5°F (-15°C)
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Fig. D-11. Record low temperature for Madagascar, 5°F (-15°C)

Fig. D-12. Lowest one-day mean temperature for Mexico
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Fig. D-13. Record low temperature for the Middle East, 5°F (-15°C)

Fig. D-14. Record low temperature for South Africa, 5°F (-15°C)
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Fig. D-15. Record low temperature for South Korea, 5°F (-15°C)
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